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...And let free the souls that you catch,
to come to you.
Ezekiel 13:20

Hypnosis and zombification
The story of psychotronic weapons we will begin from afar, from those times when there
was no science "psychiatry", but there was the use by man of the possibilities inherent in
him by nature, in therapeutic (conspiracy, suggestion), political (influence on subjects) and,
this is eternal, fraudulent purposes. The history of hypnosis - the invasion of the human
psyche from the outside - can be traced back to the time when the written history of
mankind is calculated, although apparently hypnosis was also used in prehistoric times.
This can be judged from the hypnotic abilities of the sorcerers of savage tribes who did not
know writing. Cuneiform tablets found between the Tigris and Euphrates rivers indicate
that the oldest known cultural people in the world, the Sumerians, knew about hypnosis as
early as the 4th millennium BC.
The priestly school of Erech has kept a handwritten document since ancient times, which
was constantly being rewritten. Fragments of this document have survived and contain
incontrovertible evidence that in those days the most educated doctors among the priests
treated patients by suggestion in a hypnotic state, that is, they used hypnosis just as they
do nowadays. The Sumerian priests also knew three degrees of hypnosis: mild, moderate
and deep. Today, experts distinguish these three degrees of hypnosis in exactly the same
way.
The Sanskrit code of Manu's laws also mentions the above classification of hypnotic
states. Here they are called "waking sleep," "dreaming sleep," and "blissful sleep. The
yogis of the higher stages still use in their practice self-hypnosis, which is an integral part
of their teachings.
Even in ancient Egypt, hypnosis was used as a therapeutic tool. For example, the Ebers
papyrus, which is three thousand years old, describes the methods of using hypnosis by
the healers of that time. These methods have much in common with those used today. The
Egyptian priests were also folk doctors. At the beginning of a hypnotic session, they held a
shiny metal disk in front of the patient's eyes, in order to make his eyes tired and the
patient fall into a hypnotic sleep. This technique is still used today. The ancient Egyptians
were also aware of the imposition of hands accompanied by an appropriate suggestion.
One ancient Egyptian document says, "...Put your hands on him to soothe the pain in his
hands, and tell him that the pain will go away." At that time there were temples in which the
sick were allowed to sleep who sought healing from the gods. The most famous of these
were the temple of Serapsis at Canopus and the temple of Isis. Hypnosis and temple sleep

were known to the ancient Greeks. The patients who came to the temple were initially kept
on a certain diet for a period of time. The next stage of preparation for the treatment itself
was the incense baths and ritual ablutions. Then the priest told the sick about cases of
successful healing, in order to set them in the mood for the coming event and increase the
tension of expectation. Only after that were the patients allowed to go to a therapeutic
sleep. During sleep the priests whispered certain words of suggestion to the sick, so that
the atmosphere in the temple would awaken the powers of self-healing. After awakening,
the priests interpreted the dreams of the patients and strictly enjoined them to follow the
advice of the gods. At that time, as now, there were patients who could not fall asleep and,
therefore, were not amenable to hypnosis. For such cases there were priests in the
temples who had the gift of mediumship. Falling into a trance, they made contact with the
gods. In the famous temple of Apollo at Delphi, at the edge of a crevice in the rocks, from
which the vapors rose, a priestess sat on a golden tripod. Inhaling these vapors, the
priestess fell into a trance and, answering questions, conveyed advice to the gods. In other
temples the priests put themselves into a trance by ritually burning various plants.
The Romans also had mediums who made contact with the gods for those who were sick
or seeking counsel. Even philosophers used hypnosis and suggestion. The Roman poet
Porphyry, who lived in the third century A.D., tells of a scientific dispute between the
philosophers Plotinus and Olympius. Their disciples argued among themselves about
which of the teachers had more knowledge. Finally, Plotinus challenged Olympius to a
competition in the "magical arts". This contest was to take place in the presence of their
students. Plotinus walked up close to Olympius and stared intently into his eyes for several
minutes, then he exclaimed: "Look, now I am going to tighten Olympius' body like a purse
of money!" And Olympius instantly felt intense pain and had to admit that his opponent had
great fortitude.
Hypnosis in the form of temple sleep persisted until the middle of the sixth century. Then
the legacy of the priests was gradually taken over by Christian monks, who practiced
miraculous healings with prayers, holy water, relics of holy martyrs, and the laying on of
hands. The latter was the prerogative of popes and kings. The New Testament says: "They
shall put their hands upon those who are sick, and they shall become better...". Selfhypnosis was first mentioned in the 11th century by the monks of the Geschichast Order
on Mount Athos. They put themselves in a state of self-hypnosis, fixing their eyes on their
own navel. For this they were called omphalopsychians, or contemplators of the navel.
Theophrastus von Hohenheim (1493-1541), better known as Paracelsus, taught that the
decisive driving force behind any healing was the "inner physician. Paracelsus wrote that
monks in Carinthia healed the sick by making them look into a brilliant crystal ball. The sick
usually fell into a deep sleep. During this sleep, the monks would compel the sick to
recover, which in most cases occurred.
The Inquisition forced this therapy into oblivion, for anyone who was capable of practicing
it could be declared an accomplice of the devil. But hypnosis and suggestion are used
even nowadays, not only for therapeutic purposes, but also for criminal and investigative
purposes.
A person who has been "programmed by hypnosis" outwardly behaves like an ordinary
person and does not suspect that he has been "programmed. He reacts only to a key
command given to him at the right time. After completing the task he does not even realize
what he did at this command - the program told him to forget this fact. Several special
programs can also be placed in such a person's subconsciousness.
An illustration of such programming is the famous case of the arrest of CIA agent Luis
Castillo, accused of assassinating Philippine President Marcos. Before the interrogation,
the agent was injected with a "truth serum" - a psychotropic drug - and underwent a series

of hypnotic sessions. It turned out that this man in different situations felt like four different
agents with different "legends", and each of his personalities knew nothing about the
others. Apparently, having subjected Castillo's brain to a complex psychophysical
processing, several programs were put into him at once, each representing some task.
The new personality was probably "turned on" with the help of a certain code.
The hypnotist who worked with him during the interrogations discovered that the arrestee
could be at four different levels. At the first level, Castillo referred to himself as Antonio
Reyes Yeloriaga; at the second level, he presented himself as a CIA agent; at the third
level, he was an agent who had failed and was about to commit suicide; at the fourth level,
the agent admitted that his name was Manuel Angelo Raires from New York, who had
been trained in a CIA special camp, where he trained in subversive activities. And at each
stage his physiological state also changed: his pulse, breathing rate, perspiration, his
behavior was that of a somnambulist. He constantly looked around, could stand up, move,
and pull the trigger of his gun, but did all this unconsciously, like a robot, devoid of human
consciousness, he did not even feel pain.
...But let us continue. Obviously, at some period the tribal sorcerer, who possessed
hypnosis, passed away. There was a need to find other possibilities, ways to influence the
human psyche, which would not depend on natural abilities, but could be transmitted from
witch to witch. And such means were found by African voodoo sorcerers.
Zombies are people in Africa who are deprived of their alter ego (self) by means of special
drugs and special psychic influences. Zombies have no fear and are ready to fulfill any
order of their adept: to kill their mother, their child and even themselves. How do zombies
become? It is said that a voodoo sorcerer sucks the soul of a sleeping person and puts it
into a special bottle. The soulless person soon dies, is buried, and at midnight after the
burial, the sorcerer and his assistants dig up the grave. The name of the victim is
pronounced, after which the dead man allegedly tries to raise his head because the
sorcerer holds a vessel with his soul in his hand. As soon as he did it, the vessel is brought
to the nose of the deceased and opens for a split second as if releasing a part of the
captive soul. It is believed that by doing this, life returns to the body. Completing the ritual,
the sorcerer walks the reanimated zombie past his house and reads spells to deprive the
victim of the memory of his past life forever.
Another way to steal a soul is for a sorcerer to put a vessel with magical objects under a
pillow, which will attract the soul. Finally, a sorcerer may prepare a special potion that
paralyzes a person and thereby deprives him of his ability to resist. This potion not only
creates the appearance of death, but also permanently incapacitates the most important
brain centers, depriving the person of memory and the ability to think. Upon awakening,
the creature can no longer be called human, but an obedient, emotionless zombie.
Zombification is used by sorcerers for a variety of reasons. Usually it is done out of a
sense of revenge against the person, or when they want to get a work force - zombies
devoid of feelings and thoughts are ideal performers of hard physical work.
The American Wade Davis was able to determine that the main ingredient was a powder
prepared from dried puffer fish (puffer fish, death fish). Chemists have determined that this
fish kills its victims with tetrodotoxin, one of the most dangerous nerve poisons. Suffice it to
say that a dose of one ten-thousandth of a gram is fatal for humans, which exceeds the
potassium cyanide effect by a factor of 500.
The second ingredient is sea toad poison. At night the sorcerer keeps the toad in a jar
together with a sea worm, which bites it and forces it to produce the poison. It contains the
active chemicals bufotein, bufogenin and bufotoxin. Dried and grinded human or large
animal gallbladder, some herbs, crushed human remains, etc. were added to the resulting

mixture of poisons. Then various ritual acts followed, after which the powder was ready for
consumption.
By zombifying the living mind, destroying holistic thinking, the destroyer achieves the effect
described by E. V. Lutsenko in his book "Experience in Researching Higher Forms of
Consciousness". The author writes that positive hallucinations are those in which a person
sees something that does not exist in reality. In negative hallucinations, on the contrary, a
person does not see what is actually there. It is also possible to indoctrinate a person with
a "substitution" hallucination, in which one sees other, predetermined objects instead of
certain objects, and a "correction" hallucination, in which the given adequate images of
real objects are corrected according to predetermined rules before they enter the
consciousness.
Hypnotic and voodoo methods of influence are used by intelligence agencies of all
countries to recruit so-called agents of influence, although money, women, alcohol, and
simply hypertrophied client ego bordering on stupidity play no small role here, as was the
case with our unforgettable first presidents. These are the same methods used by various
totalitarian sects to process their flock. At the end of 1991, despite Japanese warnings,
Seko Asahara, a teacher from the Aum Sanrike sect, received active support in Russia
from Chairman of the Supreme Soviet of the Russian Federation Ruslan Khasbulatov and
Security Council Secretary Oleg Lobov. He was even given the opportunity to preach his
teachings on 2 x 2 TV channel and Radio Mayak. Asahara taught deep zombie techniques
at the Olympic Sports Complex. Politicians seemed unaware that Asahara preached the
denial of children from their parents. Mothers and fathers abandoned their children and
gave the sect all their possessions and savings. The sect was legal in Russia until it
became known that its members were involved in kidnappings and the mass poisoning of
Tokyo subway passengers with sarin gas on March 20, 1995.
Asahara told the sectarians that zombification was useful, because if you needed
something from a particular person, you had to zombify him, and he would fulfill your every
wish. The teacher did not explain to the sectarians all the subtleties of zombification, in
particular, that the person zombified by the sect is programmed for self-destruction, and
after a while, if he does not commit suicide, he will die of illness. Perhaps it is appropriate
to remember that many of those "coded" from alcoholism in a crisis situation (return to
alcohol use) commit suicide or try to do so.
Of course, Asahara and others like him, the gurus of various totalitarian sects, seem to be
artisans when it comes to the state machine. It would be strange if not only scammers and
crooks, but also military and intelligence officers did not come up with the idea of using the
experience of hypnotists and voodoo sorcerers combined with modern technology. And so
the end of the XX - beginning of the XXI century was marked by the creation and use in
practice of weapons of mass destruction, called psychotronic, or psychophysical. The
science that deals with the development of psychotronic weapons is called psychotronics,
by analogy with electronics. The idea belongs to Ferdinand Clark, who back in 1952 said:
"We may suggest the name 'psychotronics' for phenomena in which the energy produced
by the process of thinking and the energy reproduced by an impulse of the human will and
a simple concentration thereof can make a drop of water in a vacuum deflect to the left or
to the right."
Circulation of this so-called non-lethal weapon and its components is prohibited on the
territory of Russia in accordance with Supplement No. 103-FZ of July 26, 2001, to Article 6
of the Federal Law "On Weapons".
But, as we can assume from practice, if there is a demand, there is a supply.

Psychotronic Poison
...Our ordinary waking consciousness...is but one particular kind of
consciousness, whereas all around us, behind the thinnest veil, are the
potentialities of an entirely different consciousness...just make the effort, and
we'll feel them close by.
William James
Reserve Major General Boris Ratnikov, former first deputy head of the Main Security
Directorate of the Russian Federation: "I saw the antenna installed in Yeltsin's office
behind the book wall. It was a tarpaulin-covered metal frame measuring 1 m 20 cm by 1 m
20 cm, in the middle of which was attached a radio transmitter. Who turned it on or off, I
have no information... As material evidence, the antenna, which was in Yeltsin's
possession, was stolen in 1991.
The antenna was installed in order to protect Yeltsin from external influences. The more so
because at the same time - in the beginning of the 1990s - all sorts of "psychic tricks"
began to be used in election campaigns (and not only).
There was a document: "Price list of services to ensure the election campaign" (program
of work with candidates) of December 16, 1995. The psychic "security of candidates" cost
$3,000 per month with travel and stay in the region. To zombify the entire population of the
city to go and vote for the right candidate, for 2-5 working days, the magicians were asking
for $2000. The psychics were paid several thousand dollars to install protective
psychotronic devices and to neutralize the external influence "upon additional agreement".
The cheapest service of the "magicians" - accompaniment during the performance to
maintain the image - cost $150 per hour.
But in order...
...The history of development of psychotronic weapons in Russia can begin with the
electro-induction hypothesis of "mesmeric interaction of organisms", which was stated in
1875 by the famous Russian chemist Alexander Mikhailovich Butlerov. He suggested that
the "nervous currents of organisms" could interact, just as electric currents in conductors
do. In 1887, Julian Ochorovich, professor of philosophy, psychology, and physiology at the
Lvov University, gave a detailed substantiation of the electroinduction hypothesis of mental
suggestion.
The electroinduction hypothesis explained the interaction of organisms only at close
distances. This problem was successfully overcome by the electromagnetic hypothesis of
telepathy.
The coming to power of the Bolsheviks did not stop research in this direction. On the
contrary, Lenin's government, obsessed with the idea of "world revolution," was interested
in obtaining a fundamentally new kind of weapon with which to fundamentally change the
situation in Russia. In the years when the whole country was starving, the Brain Institute
had no shortage of funds or specialists.
In the mid-1920s, Aleksandr Leonidovich Chizhevsky was also involved in the
development of psychotronic weapons, which, however, did not have this terrible name at
the time.
At the end of 1923, Chizhevsky became a member of the Laboratory of Zoopsychology.
He defended the idea of the presence in cells and organs of "formations identical to the
elements of a radio circuit. Most of all he was interested in questions of individual and
mass suggestion. In this connection he wrote the book "Physical Factors of the Historical

Process", which was published in Kaluga in 1924. In this book Alexander Chizhevsky is
inclined to the idea that "the phenomena of suggestion - individual and mass - can be
explained by electromagnetic excitation of centers of one person by corresponding centers
of another".
History abounds with eloquent facts of mass suggestion," Chizhevsky further wrote. - In
fact, not a single historical event involving the masses has occurred where it would be
impossible to note the compulsion that overwhelms the will of the units. This compulsion in
some cases was not limited to any group of people, but embraced cities and entire
countries, and its traces were preserved for a long time in the political or military parties,
passing from generation to generation and reflected in various works of art. Thus,
suggestion in the course of the historical process and the mental evolution of mankind
acquires a great significance of paramount importance.
Chizhevsky suggested that "the power of suggestion - the influence of single persons on
the masses - increases with the strengthening of the Sun's spot-forming activity". Analysis
of numerous historical events, the scientist wrote, showed that "...influence on masses of
orators, national leaders, generals does not always have the same power and fluctuates
not only periodically by stages of solar cycle, but even by seasons... Therefore there is an
assumption that increase of spot forming activity of the Sun, connected with increase of its
electric energy, has the strongest influence on the electromagnetic field of the Earth,
somehow exciting masses and promoting suggestion".
The "theory of the dependence of the behavior of the masses on cosmic influence"
substantiated by Chizhevsky was considered by him not as some theoretical abstraction,
but as a guide to action: "The state power must know about the state of the Sun at any
given moment. Before making this or that decision, the government needs to ask about the
state of the Sun: is it bright, clean or darkened by spots? The sun is a great military and
political indicator: its readings are infallible and universal. Therefore, state power must be
equal to its arrows: diplomacy - to the monthly, strategy - to the daily. Warlords before
every battle must be aware of what is being done on the Sun."
"I have had the privilege of being a decipherer of the remarkable observations of the
ancient chroniclers. For many centuries there have been writings carved on blocks of
stone or marble, inscribed on parchments and linen paper. Hundreds of highly cultured
people of those distant times turned their persistent and inquisitive eyes to the striking
simultaneity of solar and terrestrial phenomena.
Therefore I must now say that the idea of a special solar influence on the organism
belongs not to me alone, but to hundreds and thousands of those chroniclers and
chroniclers who have recorded extraordinary phenomena on the Sun, smog, pestilence
and other mass phenomena on the Earth. But I have put ancient thought into the form of
numbers, tables, and graphs, and have shown the possibility of prognostication, specifying
methods for dealing with them within the biosphere, and the danger to astronauts in outer
space.
The study of annals, annals and chronicles gives full assurance that all kinds of ordinary
geophysical events are links of the same system: drought afflictions are quickly replaced
by water afflictions. Together with these atmospheric phenomena one learns of unheard of
earthquakes in many countries or on entire continents. Volcanoes erupt, but immediately
the press reports of auroras seen all over Europe and even in subtropical countries. A
number of years go by, and all these various events subside. We have to look at
meteorological and geophysical phenomena as links in a single chain - the system of the
whole body of the Earth".
"...At the same time I asked Dr. A. S. Solovyov to organize a series of similar observations.

Observations of A. S. Solovyov gave extremely curious results, confirming the influence of
large storms on the mental sphere of the nervous patients. This influence was reflected in
disturbances of the sense of self and blackouts of consciousness, disturbances of volition,
drives, increased emotional excitability, irritability, disturbances of motor and
cardiovascular activity, sleep disturbances, etc. Women tended to be more reactive than
men. Knowing the state of sunshine, it was possible to predict in advance, a week in
advance, the 4-5-day periods of general agitation of the patients.
Dr. A. S. Solovyov, at my request, arranged for the observation of defective children in one
of the foster homes. Long before I approached him, the medical and administrative staff of
the foster home had noticed that the children's behavior sometimes differed sharply from
the average norm. On such days there were often fights and brawls that ended in bruises
or injuries. For the emergence of this kind of collective action is enough the slightest
occasion, a tiny pretext. I asked for information for a more or less long period of time in
order to compare it with the periods of activity of the Sun. And in this case I received a
positive result.
At the same time, I have intensively conducted extensive historical research. On the basis
of the data obtained, after statistical processing of extremely large material, I came to the
following basic conclusion: the number of mass movements in all countries increases with
increasing solar activity and reaches a maximum in the years of maximum solar activity.
Then this amount begins to decrease and reaches its minimum in years of low solar
activity. These cyclical fluctuations of the world-historical process have been detected by
me in all countries and in all centuries since 500 B.C.".
"...The cosmos or, more precisely, the cosmic world around us is a source of an infinite
number of signals continuously bombarding us from all directions. If all these signals were
perceived by our consciousness, human life would be extremely shortened, for
immediately after the beginning of the process of life there would come a catastrophic
overwork of the organism. The limits of light and sound vibrations are limited. Nature has
not equipped us with special organs for the perception of other countless signals. But
some very vague, vague and dark sensations we have, as well as our physical
instruments, which are far from perfect, tell us that the world around us is full of vibrations,
vibrations, shocks, currents, disturbances, etc.".
Did the great scientist think that he was laying the theoretical and practical foundation for
the creation of psychotronic weapons? Most likely, no. As you know, inquisitive Levenguc
studied microbes and experimented on flies - biological weapons were born; the scientific
fanaticism of the Curies spouses led to the creation of the atomic bomb, and the ideas of
philosopher Fedorov-Tsiolkovsky gave impetus to the creation of rocket-carriers for this
very atomic weapon. The road to hell is paved with good intentions.
In 1925, the organizer and head of the Psychoneurological Institute (now named after V.M.
Bekhterev) and the Institute for Brain and Mental Activity Research (1918), Academician V.
Bekhterev conducted and gave positive results the first experiments on the collective
suggestion of emotions at a distance by radio. Seemingly harmless experiments interested
the Lubyanka, and to the experiments, having the prospect of creating a future communist
society man, is involved daughter of F. Dzerzhinsky M. Talce with a certain docent D.
Luntz. They were already purposefully engaged in research in the field of influence of
technical means and narcotic drugs on human consciousness, as well as their
simultaneous use in various combinations. That is, in fact, they worked on creation of
psychotronic and psychotropic weapons. Lubyanka prisoners and patients of psychiatric
institutions were used as test subjects.
At the same time the People's Commissariat of Defense was conducting its own series of
studies. They are commonly associated with the name of Leonid Leonidovich Vasilyev,

who since 1932 headed a group at the Leningrad Brain Institute, which had previously
been personally led by Academician Bekhterev (d. 1927). The scientists were ordered "to
begin experimental research on telepathy in order to ascertain, if possible, its physical
nature." The research was conducted from 1932 to 1937 inclusive. Studies on telepathy
and teleportation are being conducted nowadays, but we can't speak about any tangible
achievements in this field, in our opinion.
At the end of the 1930s an unusual for those years event happened: a researcher of the XRay Institute of the Crimean People's Commissariat of Health, a member of the All-Union
Society of Surgeons and the All-Union Society of Roentgenologists and Radiologists, a
member of the Crimean Scientific Association Boris Georgievich Mikhailovsky was
arrested by the NKVD and placed in one of the Lubyanka cells, where he continued his
research.
And the research was not easy. The thing is that B. G. Mikhailovsky established: different
combinations of electromagnetic pulses modulated in the range of medium and short
waves affect the brain zones responsible both for human emotions and for the work of
individual organs. He proposed to apply his discovery to the treatment of workers in the
Country of the Soviets. But, as mentioned above, the NKVD was already conducting
practical work using high-frequency radiation in combination with drugs. Nevertheless,
Mikhailovsky's developments also became another stone laid in the foundation for the
creation of new weapons.
During World War II, Japanese scientists developed a program called the Death Ray.
Although it was never mass-produced, it was considered very promising, and hundreds of
thousands of yen were spent on it between 1940 and 1945.

Ideas fly.
The Japanese developed a kind of emitter capable of striking a person outside a shelter at
a distance of 8-16 km. In 1943 it was successfully tested: this transmitter, which operated
at a certain wavelength, was used to jam car engines, exposed living organisms (mice and
pigs) - the wave range of 0.6-2 m caused pulmonary bleeding in them, and the wave range
of over 2 m destroyed brain cells.
In Germany, a certain Dr. Voll, a member of the SS Ahnenerbe unit, specialized in the
application of ancient occult knowledge in human experiments at the Auschwitz
concentration camp. He established the wave characteristics of all major parts of the
human body. By achieving resonance between an artificial source of vibrations and a
particular organ, it is possible to cure this or that disease. And if one achieves dissonance destruction, death. The "Ahnenerbe" archive after the war ended up in the Soviet Union.
One of the documents described in detail the idea of a psychotronic generator. There was
also captured a certain Manfred von Arden, a specialist who participated in developments
of Anenerbe, which explained the essence and purpose of the generator to NKVD special
forces. Based on these developments Belidze-Stakhovsky assembled the first
psychotronic generator in the Soviet Union. Around that time (in 1945) this work became
known to the Americans. But the U.S. was somewhat behind the Soviet Union. In the late
1950s, Soviet psychotronic weapons left the laboratory buildings of closed research
institutes and began to enter the special services.
In 1953, CIA director A. Dulles proposes to begin experiments in the management of
human consciousness. The U.S. Congress allocated $100 million. At the same time, a
paragraph was added to the "List of Information Prohibited for Publication", which
prohibited open publication of materials on technical means designed to influence human
behavioral functions and on the possibilities of controlling human behavior. It was not until
1966 that a 14-volume work was published in the United States entitled A New World

Perspective, which summarized the results of scientific research. It detailed achievements
in the development of new weapons, including electromagnetic emitters, to turn humans
into biological robots.
In the chapter "The Process of Biological Control" the authors wrote about creating such
an electromagnetic energy source, with the help of which it would be possible to control
human muscle movements, emotions (and hence actions), put him to sleep and compel
him to any thoughts. This radiation is able to influence short-term and long-term memory,
as well as in the shortest terms to develop a new set of skills and erase existing ones, i.e.,
simply speaking, to remove accumulated life experience and replace it with new one,
required by some "puppeteers".

The bottom line is simple
The principle of operation of psychotronic weapons is based on the use of
electromagnetic, light, thermal, infrasound or ultrasound radiation, as well as the influence
on humans of torsion, microleptonic, gravitational fields and bioenergetic (extrasensory)
methods of destruction.
As a rule, weapons are used in conjunction with biochemical weapons, psychotropic,
narcotic and other means of psychochemistry, which leads to changes in consciousness,
the immune system, the state of the human body, a negative impact on his genes, that is,
on the heredity.
As a result of the use of these weapons a person, unprotected from its effects, can be
remotely, without any violent action, killed or driven to suicide. Various components of
psychotronic weapons are used for torture, disabling consciousness, causing irreparable
damage to health, physical deformities, changing appearance; for transferring traits from
animals to humans in secret genetic experiments with growing of webbing between fingers
and toes, nails like claws, etc.; for changing sexual orientation; secret sterilization; artificial
impotence; inoculation of alcohol, drug addiction, substance abuse, kleptomania, etc. In
addition, when using psychotronic weapons it is possible to control human consciousness
at the unconscious level, depriving a person of the ability to self-identification and selfrealization; manipulation of individual and collective consciousness; destruction of
spirituality and traditional foundations; reading of mental information with psychotronic
means; zombification of the population.
It is obvious that effective weapons are tested and used in the strictest secrecy, without the
consent of those on whom the methods of their use are tested, as in these experiments a
person is regarded only as an object of influence. Hitler's speeches infuriated thousands of
people through the special timbre of his voice, his expertly placed speech accents,
neurolinguistic gestures and other entourage.
Nowadays everything is much easier, since special devices have already been created.
Imagine the prospects for the use of such weapons. Enemies no longer need to be
destroyed - they can simply be driven insane. One's own citizens can be programmed to
approve any government decision or to do anything, such as approving an important law
or voting for a party in power.
According to some scientists, psychotronic weapons are more terrible than atomic,
chemical and bacteriological weapons, because they affect human heredity and mind,
making him a slave to the structure that owns the psychotronic weapons. Unrestricted by
any framework, its use can lead to the creation of social castes, i.e. artificial division of
people into superior and inferior, and even to degeneration of mankind without the slightest
resistance of the latter.
The problem of psychotronic terror directed against civilians is hushed up, criminal cases

are not opened on crimes with the use of psi-weapons, including zombification by
electronic means, which is estimated as "serious damage to health without violation of
anatomical integrity by introducing in a substituted state of consciousness with control of
human psyche from outside". But nevertheless we can trace the results of zombification by
means of mass media, social programming, by the influence of advertising, various PRcampaigns, various kinds of psychotechnics, ultrasonic and microwave radiations,
psychosurgery and psychopharmacology, etc.
In the mid-1970s, the U.S. public learned about the history of terrible experiments that
were conducted by the U.S. military and intelligence agencies. In the Soviet Union, this
was a secret behind the seven seals, the citizens of the country had no idea that this was
possible, since not only their own, but also Western developments were kept secret. So, in
the U.S. it also became known that Dr. Jose Delgado, a famous American scientist, a
specialist in the study of brain electro-potentials, had achieved great success,
demonstrating with the help of special equipment electric brain stimulation at a distance,
causing in subjects such strong emotions as anger, passion, devastation. This was true
neurohypnosis - influence directly on the human central nervous system.
In one of his reports, Dr. Delgado wrote: "Exposure to radio stimulation on various parts of
the brains of four patients results in a variety of effects, including pleasant feelings,
elevated moods, deep mental concentration, unpleasant feelings, super relaxation
(bordering on deep hypnosis), color visions, etc."
Delgado believed in the creation of a "psycho-civilized" society and predicted that a
computer could be used to establish a two-way communication with the human brain, in
which a special "steemosaver" would be implanted. And that day came in 1974.
It was then that neurophysiologist and electronic engineer Lawreno Pinneo of the Stanford
Research Institute developed a computer system capable of reading minds. It produced
data from the thought process on an electroencephalograph screen. At present, the CIA is
funding the research of Dr. Evan Cameron (a famous American psychologist who
conducted experiments on American prisoners). This research is aimed at creating a
technique for erasing a person's memory and forcibly altering their personality. In his time,
Cameron discovered that electroshock causes memory loss and set about developing a
program he called "remodeling"-that is, erasing the former memory. According to his
method, people could first be turned into something similar to robots, and then they would
be reprogrammed.
When these interesting experiments became known to the broader U.S. scientific
community, a furious public forced Cameron to resign in disgrace. At the same time, the
U.S. Congress banned such experiments and demanded to "freeze" all these projects.
Later, however, former CIA agent Victor Marchetti admitted that the programs were in full
swing - they had just been classified even more heavily.
...In the 1980s, NPO Energia was developing means of remote influence on people. This
work was done in accordance with a secret decree of January 27, 1986 of the CPSU
Central Committee, and in 1989, equipment was created which, once launched into orbit,
could correct human behavior in an area the size of the Krasnodar Territory. The
equipment was manufactured at the "Arsenal" plant in Kiev.
Similar problems were dealt with by the Kiev Institute of Materials Science, and
biogenerators were produced at the Oktava plant. These works were completed in August
1990. The experiments were carried out on animals and volunteers.
A group of psychologists from the I.M. Sechenov Moscow Medical Academy worked on the
topic "Computer-based Psychotechnologies. I.M. Sechenov Moscow Medical Academy
worked on the topic "Computer psychotechnologies". Scientists were engaged in finding

out the influence of encoded signals on the psyche, and in fact - the action of psychotronic
weapons.

Under outside influence?
There is a rather hypothetical assumption that the psychotronic generators were on board
the American cruiser "Belkap", moored in Varna on August 18-19, 1991. Direct mental
influence on Muscovites was carried out from the board of the cruiser. The same device
was used in Moscow during Boris Yeltsin's famous speech. Yeltsin on the armored car. We
have no possibility to confirm or deny this data, but there is no doubt that remote influence
on the crowd behavior is technically possible. Is that not why during, let it be said, the
"reign" of H.B.N., shielding antennas were installed in his office. What kind of radiation was
he afraid of, not coding for drunkenness?
On August 21, 1991, Russia failed, by today's standards, a "velvet" and completely
incomprehensible putsch by the Gekachepists. The ringleaders of the plot were arrested.
And what followed, as one can only suppose, the elimination of dangerous witnesses,
capable to reveal all the details of the putsch and the hidden threads of the conspiracy,
began. Something incomprehensible was going on. The first death of a participant of the
GKChP (State Committee for the State of Emergency) has not yet seemed strange to
anybody. A few minutes before his arrest, Interior Minister B. K. Pugo shot himself. It could
be seen as a voluntary departure from life of a fanatical communist. But a chain of strange
suicides followed.
Marshal S.F. Akhromeev hanged himself under mysterious circumstances. He did not
shoot himself, as it is customary for officers, from a pistol, which was lying, by the way, in a
drawer of his desk, but hanged himself. He hanged himself sitting with his legs bent at the
knees. It is a rare method, used mostly by criminals in cramped prison cells, away from the
door peephole.
From the balcony of his apartment, N. E. Kruchina, head of the CPSU Central Committee,
rushed to the sidewalk.
Soon, a similarly absurd death befell Kruchina's predecessor as head of administration,
the octogenarian G. Pavlov. He was watching TV on a Sunday morning, then got up and
went out to his office in silence. When his wife followed him out just a minute later, the
room was empty. By the opened window there were slippers on the carpet, a note on the
table with a firm hand: "Cremation only!", and Pavlov himself lay dead under the window...
Together with him finally gone into oblivion secrets of party cash, codes and account
numbers in foreign banks, other party secrets.
Another major employee of the CPSU Central Committee, Dmitry Lisovets, threw himself
from the twelfth floor. He was at home with his wife and guests, then, without saying a
word to anyone, went to the window...
Just an epidemic of suicides. Of course, at that time, the investigators were not searching
for the causes of the deaths of some partocrats, but for their own fate, they were in a hurry
to become democrats. Otherwise, they might have had a question: by whose evil will were
healthy, mentally and physically tough guys shooting themselves, hanging themselves,
throwing themselves out the windows? Well, not of their own free will? Maybe there was
some force that drove them to their deaths? In the early 1980s, especially important
members of the Central Committee were coded with so-called sound bites. It was enough
to utter a codeword over the telephone or radio, and the person would carry out any
command previously laid down in his subconscious. Was such a command given? By
whom?
But we can neither confirm nor deny the following information, because many mass media

like "hotter". It was reported that in August of the same 1991 was published the Statement
of Professor Victor Alexandrovich Sedletsky, head and chief designer of the center
"Forma" of the Association of Machine-Technologists of international consortium
"ECOPROM", vice-president of the League of independent scientists of Russia: "As a
specialist and legal entity, I confirm: in Kiev started mass production of psychotronic
generators and their testing. I cannot assert that it was the Kiev generators that were used
during the putsch. For such a statement it is necessary to know their technical
characteristics. But the fact of their use is obvious. I officially notified the government about
my considerations in this matter (psychotronic biogenerators are a reality and their
malicious use is possible). But I didn't get any answer".
Immediately after this publication, V. A. Sedletsky disappeared. A. Sedletsky disappeared.
And yet during those memorable events, General Kobets, who led the protection of the
"White House", warned about the possibility of using psychotronic generators. Later
Kobets was convicted of corruption and something else, and disappeared from the political
arena of Russia once and for all. Well, what a bang for the buck! That's it, the whole mess
with Yeltsin's rise to power - the work of some eyeglasses and their generators?
The foreign press notes: years of research on the creation of psychotronic weapons have
yielded good results. I guess we have nothing else to do but believe the faceless "foreign
press" this time.

Managing mass consciousness
Yes, there are problems of a purely technical nature, and the main one is that the mass
use of psychotronic radiation for military purposes requires completely new developments
to create effective devices, associated with huge investments and energy costs.
But didn't it take nothing to produce weapons before, didn't mankind go to great human
and material expense to create effective weapons?
On July 21, 1994, U.S. Secretary of Defense William Perry signed a memorandum on
"non-lethal weapons" with a list of cases in which it is permissible to use them. First on the
list was "crowd control," and fifth was "disabling and destroying weapons or military
production, including weapons of mass destruction. The following July, Spordight
published an article in which Harvard physics professor Dr. Emery Horvath stated, "These
electronic 'scalposnimators' are designed for government officials to infiltrate the brain,
disorient crowds of people or manipulate individuals into ceasing to be themselves. It's an
absolutely horrible weapon.
Almost all of this technology was developed at the famous Los Alamos laboratory as part
of the national program to create so-called non-lethal weapons. What a chaste definition!
We can only add to the words of the distinguished professor that, at present, non-lethal
weapons are not subject to any international convention that would prohibit their
development, stockpiling and use. And, apparently, some of the developments are being
applied with all their might. Geophysicist Gordon J.F. MacDonald, a specialist in military
technology, has noted that "electron strikes that are artificially generated and delivered at a
certain frequency can lead to strong vibrations that create fairly high energy levels over
certain areas ... Thus, a system can be developed that would greatly impede the brain
activity of large populations in selected areas for long periods of time. Although the
prospect of using the environment to manipulate behavior in the national interest is very
troubling, it is likely that technologies providing such an effect will be developed in the
coming decades..."
In the words of MacDonald, who spoke in many newspapers of the time about methods of
mind control, "the key to geophysical weaponry is a way of detecting phenomena of

environmental instability. Then it is enough to stimulate them with a relatively small charge
of energy to unleash much larger amounts of energy".
Begich and Manning wondered, "Isn't the HAARP project an embodiment of the
predictions of past geophysicists? They also noted at the time that the application of
energy to potential environmental phenomena can lead to impressive results. Mankind has
already spewed large amounts of electromagnetic energy into the environment without
thinking that it could exceed a critical mass.
Published materials of the US Air Force eloquently testify: "Potential applications of
artificial electromagnetic fields can be found in many areas and can be used in military
conflicts and similar situations... Some possible aspects of application: capture of terrorist
groups, control of large crowds of people, control over violations of military or special
facilities, and impact on enemy soldiers in tactical warfare.
In all these cases electromagnetic systems will be used to produce physiological
disturbances (from mild to extremely severe) or sensory disturbances including loss of
orientation. In addition, the functional activity of individuals may be reduced to the level of
inability to take part in combat operations. Another advantage of electromagnetic systems
is that each can cover large areas. They operate silently and countermeasures are hardly
possible."
The fact that another capability of HAARP could be its use against the population of their
own country is probably only whispered by the highest officials of the US military
department. Therefore, even the mere mention that HAARP is a weapons system, not an
experimental scientific project, can cause a storm of protests from the U.S. population.
This is why the U.S. government is so careful to protect the unclassified status of the
project, presenting it as a simple study of radio capabilities and the study of the upper
layers of the Earth's atmosphere.
By the way, everyone knows that lasers are also used to create holographic images. Laser
technology today makes it possible to project, for example, moving three-dimensional
images on clouds. With regard to the subject of psychotronic weapons: scientists have
established that holographic images are capable of influencing the human psyche,
especially under extreme or combat conditions.
American developers are already planning to create holographic images of various
authority figures in the sky, who will advise "their fellow believers" to stop resisting,
surrender at the mercy of the enemy and return home. This idea is borrowed by the U.S.
military from advertising and entertainment shows.

Psychological "mines"
In our turbulent times in Russia, many company executives have begun to invest in their
own protection against information and psychological influence. Hired specialists receive
$3,000 to $4,000 each for searching for so-called psychological "land mines", calculating
"information killers", and hunting down these very psychoterrorists (psychoprogrammers).
Businessmen began to be advised on information-psychological security on the basis of a
special system developed by information security specialists.
Psychological "mines" can be considered a weapon of the XXI century. By planting them,
the perpetrators do not commit anything illegal. In the morning, when people are on their
way to work, in a crowded bus passing a well-known shopping center in the city, one
passenger says loudly to another: "Did you hear the news? They shot the owner of that
store yesterday." And he gives his last name. There are many variations: "their car was
blown up," "the office was shot at," "the garage was burned down," etc. On the whole, the
first intermediate goal is reached-the rumors begin to spread, and more and more details

emerge. Soon the object of psychological influence learns about his "troubles.
Psychological pressure is exerted on a person all the time, and even more so in business.
The most elementary method is persuasion. But there are more subtle methods. This is an
art, which is dealt with by professionals. This refers to laying information and psychological
"mine-stretchers". A "mine" is a conditional, but appropriate name, because it is a certain
block of information, which is laid at one time, and works, for example, in six months.
One of the first stages of bookmarking is the study of the object's weaknesses: "A phobia
can be a person's fear of crossing the road, a fear of water, a negative perception of some
spectrum of colors, etc. This is what people who know psychology well use. Knowing the
pronounced phobias of life, it is possible to predict and provoke some phobias in business.
The object's behavior at work and at home is tracked, and anatomical, psychological and
emotional maps are drawn. Based on the information gathered, it is possible to determine
which phobia the person is most susceptible to. A conversation between two people in a
crowded bus is one of the elements of laying a psychological landmine. There is such a
concept as "visual picture modeling", for example, a situation is created under the office
window, after which the person's brain center responsible for an aggravated sense of
danger is activated.
Any situation can be simulated. For example, a car runs over a man outside his office
window. Or they put an open canister of gasoline next to a businessman's car and put a
box of matches next to it. And the entrepreneur, seeing this picture, begins to create a
whole series of associative rows in his head, gets himself depressed, and then takes the
wrong steps, which he would have abandoned before. And at first glance, nothing
happened.
There were no illegal actions. Nevertheless, the effect was achieved. After laying a "mine"
a person at the level of psychosomatic reactions can get a heart attack, stroke, nervous
breakdown, it is even possible to provoke a fatal outcome. A businessman crashed his car,
drowned in a river, fell out the window. On the surface, it looks like an accident. But in fact
a land mine went off.
At best, as a result of the constant influence of the psychoterrorist, the person reaches the
point of acute neurosis and goes out of business. Or agrees to the demands of those who
hired this psycho-terrorist for their far-reaching goals.
Neuro-linguistic programming (NLP), used in advertising, marketing, and consulting, has
been known for a couple of decades, but has only recently been recognized by science.
NLP in business is an effective tool, but it is not used to its full potential. NLP deals with
the two impulsive systems a person uses to relate to the world.
These are the nervous system and the system of verbal interaction. However, there is a
third system, which is not officially recognized by science, but is already used in a number
of institutes. This is the vibrational system, which has infinite possibilities. It is possible to
work with this system only at the level of one's own sensations. That is, a "mine" can be
laid without direct communication with the object. If you meet him with a glance, that will
be enough.
It is believed that modern information killers are people who have previously mastered
NLP. They do not advertise and generally do not advertise their activities. In Moscow such
specialists are in high demand, they belong to the highest caste, because they possess
the most terrible and destructive weapon today.
There is a system called "Gryphon" which allows a person to detect and neutralize
psychological "mines". The system is interesting because, in addition to traditional
psychotechnologies, it uses the methods of shamans, some of the most ancient masters of

psychological influence.
A person who has mastered the "Gryphon" system begins to work with his information
space. In addition to localizing informational influence, the system allows you to restore
emotional balance in critical situations. In fact, we are all very strongly socially conditioned
and fall under certain patterns. Knowing these patterns, we can be influenced. Once a
person falls out of a standard situation, he becomes more vulnerable. The concept of the
system is aimed precisely at getting every businessman used to thinking non-standardly,
non-linearly. And to apply these non-standard steps in business, making the most of their
opportunities.

Against...
Here is an excerpt from a letter of appeal from the participants of the international
colloquium "New Frontiers in Experimental Medicine and Field Energy" held at the J.
Fetzer Center in Kalamazoo (Michigan, USA) on April 13, 1989: "Given the devastating
experience of the use of atomic energy for military and political purposes and in order to
prevent the disastrous consequences of uncontrolled use of unusual human abilities and
devices and devices created on this basis, we appeal to all scientists, the world public,
governments and We call for a declaration that it is unacceptable, under any
circumstances, to use human psychic energy in any action against humanity, and for us to
assume a voluntary obligation never, under any circumstances, to use such weapons and
to sign an international convention to that effect.
In Russia, a similar appeal was published in the newspaper "The Voice of the Universe",
#6-7, 1991. It contains the demand of victims of psychoterror "to ban and destroy all
bioenergetical weapons in the USSR, which are capable of exerting any influence on
human mental and psychic activity at a distance and causing irreparable harm to human
life and health".
Among these demands was one more: "to immediately stop the psychoterror carried out
by the state bodies and scientific mafia, and introduce articles into the criminal legislation
punishing the use of psychotronic weapons on the territory of Russia". The end of the
appeal reads as follows: "Today they kill us, tomorrow the same fate may befall you and
your children".
...The background to everything we are talking about here is, of course, known only by the
agencies at whose direction these developments are taking place, as well as by those who
carry them out.
G. Green, a law professor at the University of Washington, put it this way in 1969: "It is
difficult to imagine that the people in charge of a new branch of technology would speak
frankly about its undesirable social consequences. There must be some independent,
unbiased governmental body, a kind of devil's advocate, looking for shady sides in
everything, to inform Congress, the president, and the general public about the possible
social costs.
There are testimonies of people on whom psi-weapons were tested. But official authorities
in both the U.S. and us deny it. Although Lieutenant General Daniel Graham, former
director of the Intelligence Agency, Department of Defense, did not deny the possibility of
mental manipulation experiments. "I would be terribly amazed if our intelligence agencies
were not dealing with this problem," he told the Times.
Reports about the "mc-ultra" program occasionally make their way onto the pages of
Western newspapers. This program includes electronic manipulation of the brain with
ultrasound and microwave radiation. It also includes psychotronic devices as a means of
relaxing the will and the use of computer technology in combination with hypnosis, as well

as other means of influencing the psyche to create entire programs of human behavior.
One of the secret organizations involved in human behavior management experiments in
America is the top-secret research center, the Edwast Research Project Agency.
And here is an absolutely, it would seem, fantastic project. American scientists Erike,
Glaser, and Shah brought the development of space power systems to practical
engineering solutions back in the 1960s.
What is the essence of their feasible project? The solar cells deployed in Earth orbit
convert the energy of sunlight into electric current, which is converted into microwave
radiation using a high-frequency generator (klystron, magnetron, etc.). It is focused and
directed as a thin "power beam" to a ground receiving antenna. If the frequency is in the
range of 2-3 gHz, such a beam does not interact with the atmosphere and is safe for
ground objects accidentally hit by the beam.
However, a new twist is possible here: the very microwave energy systems we need are
easily reconfigured on command from Earth, turning into a terrible psychotronic weapon
that kills all sentient beings. For it acts directly on the brain.
What prevents you from raising the energy density in a microwave beam to millions or
even billions of watts per square centimeter? Nothing prevents us from changing the
frequency of radiation as well. From cosmic energy system to a military weapon - one
step: without any constructive modification, one reconfiguration (by command from Earth
or some remote secret space center) microwave energy system easily turns into a
psychotronic weapon. Unfortunately, life testifies: there is always a certain "historical
personality" capable of making this step. There are such personalities in Russia too.

Acoustic weapons
This type of impact on the human central nervous system is defined as an acoustic
weapon (AK), but it is thought that AK can be considered one of the components of
psychotronic weapons. And this does not require much proof.
...In the early 1990s, former KGB operative General Oleg Kalugin reported in interviews
that there was a device in Russia that allowed to modify human behavior, to turn it into an
obedient biorobot. He was referring to the generator, which in the early 90's was created in
the Soviet Union, one of the "numbered institutes. This generator was based on the
resonance acoustic effect. The device could radiate a beam at a distance of several
hundred meters, affecting large audiences. It is surprising that the former general
trumpeted this as if he had made a discovery. Nothing for his new masters Kalugin
discovered.
The idea of such a generator was literally and figuratively in the air. Back in the XIX
century it was noticed that birds die when exposed to low frequencies. In the 1930s in a
London theater, the English physicist Wood used a technical innovation to enhance the
musical effect. In order to enhance the sense of tragedy of the play, infrasound was added
to the bass of the orchestra - ultra-low frequencies, which were radiated in the hall by a
special acoustic device. These inaudible "super-basses" affected the subcortex of the
audience in such a way that a real panic broke out among them. And it is easy enough to
assemble acoustic impact devices, and any radio amateur can do it at home.
Here is what G. Chadd wrote about the impact of sound on the human psyche: "Infrasound
due to its huge wavelength cannot be stopped by the usual building constructions, with the
help of which people often protect themselves from all sorts of harmful influences. The
long wavelength allows infrasound to travel considerable distances in the atmosphere,
reaching tens of thousands of kilometers.

Intense low-frequency vibrations can affect the central nervous system and digestive
organs, leading to general malaise, headache, and pain in internal organs. Higher signal
levels at several hertz frequencies can cause dizziness, nausea, unconsciousness, and
sometimes blindness. These weapons can also cause panic, loss of self-control and an
irresistible urge to escape from the source of attack. Acoustic weapons drive enemy
soldiers to suicide, turn entire military formations into a crowd of idiots, and the complete
and irreversible destruction of the psyche of individuals is possible.
In 1989, CNN aired a documentary on acoustic weapons and presented the U.S.
government with a document outlining a plan to use these weapons against terrorists.
Before the film was shown, a U.S. Defense Department spokesman stated that
microwaves and "other modulators" were routinely used by the Israelis to subdue the
Palestinians.
In May 1994, almost at the same time as Kalugin's revelations, an American scientific
journal published an article about "non-lethal weapons. Among other things, they named
low-frequency infrasound generators powerful enough to cause nausea and stomach
upsets. Samples of acoustic weapons can even be found on store shelves. Trade
organizations offer infrasound generators (about 9 Hz) to control rats. They are
accompanied by a memo, recommending to use the devices in warehouses at night, when
there are no personnel. It should be noted that in our country, few people are seriously
interested in the memo, and in fact such a generator, intentionally "forgotten" in the
apartment of the enemy included, can cause serious harm to his mental health.
The use of sound generators can cause anxiety, despair, horror, provoke fatal convulsions.
It is proven in practice - the human brain functions in a certain biorhythm. It is disturbed in
mentally ill people - a schizophrenic has some biorhythms, an epileptic has others. Failure
occurs for different reasons, but it can be caused on purpose. Acoustic weapons mainly
involve three frequency ranges - infrasound, with a frequency range below 20 Hz, audible
range (20 Hz to 20 kHz) and ultrasound (above 20 kHz). Such gradation is determined by
the peculiarities of the impact of sound on the human body and, above all, on its auditory
apparatus. It is established that the hearing thresholds, pain levels and other negative
impacts on the human body decrease with an increase in sound frequency from several
hertz to 250 Hz.
Infrasound at levels of 110 to 130 dB has a negative effect on the gastrointestinal tract
organs, causing pain and nausea. At the same time, high levels of anxiety and distress are
achieved at minute exposures already at levels of 90 to 120 dB at low frequencies (5 to
200 Hz), and severe physical injuries and damage occur at levels of 140 to 150 dB.
At low frequencies, excitable resonances of internal organs can cause bleeding and
spasms, and in the middle frequency range (0.5-2.5 kHz) resonances in the air cavities of
the body will cause nervous excitement, tissue trauma and overheating of internal organs.
Fluctuations above 100 Hz are not felt or heard, but they affect thinking and the nervous
system. The result is headaches, dizziness, visual and breathing disorders, convulsions.
In 1986 Kim Bespy (d. July 1996), leader of the Women's Peace Camp located near the
military base at Greenham Common, USA, catalogued the symptoms caused by the lowfrequency signals the military was treating female protesters with. This exposure
manifested itself in dizziness, frequent rupture of eye vessels, facial burns (even at night),
nausea, sleep disturbance, heart palpitations, memory loss, inability to concentrate,
disorientation, severe headaches, temporary paralysis, speech disorders, irritability,
unreasonable feelings of panic. Dr. Robert Becker, a specialist in the effects of
electromagnetic waves on the human body from Stanford University, confirmed that the
symptoms observed in the Greenham-Common women were similar to those that occur

when exposed to acoustic weapons.
The Sleeping Beauty program, which aims to create acoustic weapons that affect the
psyche of enemy soldiers during military operations, is currently underway in the United
States. The project is led by Jack Vernon, a high-ranking U.S. military intelligence officer.
Specialists working on the creation of acoustic devices within the framework of the
creation of so-called non-lethal weapons, know the radio-acoustic effect of microwave. Its
essence is the following. If you send a person superfrequency beam of microwave
generator, which made completely not perceived by the ear modulation of his voice, then
the effect of "inner voice" will be created. This voice can "prompt" ambiguous decisions
and inadequate actions, committing which the person remains confident that it is his own
desire.
An experiment was conducted in the laboratory - a loudspeaker was placed in the
ventilation system, through which a simple poem was broadcast: "There are rats starving
in the basement, hurry up and bring them food..." It sounded like an ordinary fan noise.
Within three days, laboratory workers were already hauling packs of food from home to
work. Specialists explain that this kind of zombification is not perceived as an imposed
command. On the contrary, a person feels that such actions are prompted by an inner
voice, and these thoughts are perceived as his own.
In recent years in the United States there has been a wide range of work in the field of
non-lethal weapons at the Army Weapons Research, Development and Maintenance
Center in the Pacatinni Arsenal (New Jersey). A number of projects to create devices that
form acoustic "bullets" emitted by large-diameter antennas have been carried out by the
Association for Scientific Research and Applications in Huntington Beach, California.
According to the idea of the creators of the new weapon, it should expand the possible
range of use of military force not only on the battlefield, but also during police or
peacekeeping operations. Research is underway to develop infrasound systems based on
the use of large loudspeakers. The work, aimed at creating acoustic weapons of high
power and low frequency, is intended to protect U.S. institutions abroad. Microwave
radiation generators have already been created for remote impact on crowds of people.
According to the magazine, the emitter affects the human body with a narrow microwave
beam. The waves penetrate under the skin and quickly "heat" the affected area to a
temperature of 45°C or higher. This inevitably causes people to go into painful shock and
even lose consciousness.
So picket the embassies.
In Great Britain, infrasound emitters have been developed that affect not only the human
hearing aid, but also cause resonance of internal organs with heart disruption, up to and
including death. These weapons were used in the fight against riots in Northern Ireland.
Acoustic "bullets" of very low frequencies, produced by the superposition of ultrasonic
vibrations emitted by large antennas, were also tested to hit military personnel in bunkers
and in combat vehicles. According to American specialists on non-lethal weapons, Russia
is also working in the field of acoustic weapons, and impressive results have been
obtained. The Americans, in particular, declared that they had been shown in Russia a
functioning device generating an infrasonic pulse of 10 Hz, "the size of a baseball", the
power of which is allegedly sufficient to inflict heavy damage on a person at a distance of
hundreds of meters, up to the lethal outcome. We can neither confirm nor deny this report,
since the Russian media have not reported any developments in the field of acoustic
weapons in our country.
Infrasound is a companion to our everyday life, because even at home we are constantly

exposed to infrasound vibrations produced by the street. Exposure to infrasound can
influence the decision of a person who has experienced domestic stress to end his or her
life. Infrasound vibrations can cause a state of anxiety, despair, and terror. Exposure to
infrasound radiation on people leads to epilepsy, and at high power radiation - to death.
Death can come as a result of a sharp dysfunction of the individual organs, the defeat of
the cardiovascular system, the destruction of blood vessels and internal organs.
Specialists believe that the selection of radiation of certain frequency can provoke massive
manifestations of myocardial infarction in the troops and the enemy population. The ability
of infrasonic vibrations to penetrate concrete and metal barriers should be taken into
account, which increases interest in this weapon.
It is known that today the USA has generators of low-frequency oscillations (causing
dizziness, nausea, etc.) and generators of directional electromagnetic radiation, capable of
causing the phenomenon of radio sound in the client's head. The NATO command
established a special working group on non-lethal means of action.

